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Earthquake sequence of 1938-1939 in
Mogollon Mountains, New Mexico

by James Taggart and Frank Baldwin, U.S Geological Survey, Denver, C0 80225

Abstract
Earthquake reports and observational data from

seismographs at Tucson Magnetic Observatory
(TUO) are used to describe 100 of nearly 400 re-
corded earthquakes that occurred in the Mogollon
Mountains, southwestern New Mexico. between 5
September 1938 and 3l  October 1939. Ss- Psinter-
val times are used with regional crustal-velocity
models to estimate epicentral distances from TUO.
The nominal epicenters of the earthquakes are at
33.3 "  N. ,  108.5 '  W.,  wi th a radius of  uncerta inty of
approximately 20 km. Reports of residents and ob-
servers suggest that a few of the larger earthquakes
had maximum Modified Mercalli (MM) intensities
of VI. The falloff of MM intensity isoseisms around
the largest earthquake (17 September 1938, l7 20 17
UTC) yields an estimate of m6.1n1 : 4.9. This event
contributed about 3090 of the total seismic energy of
the sequence. L, amplitudes are used to estimate the
relative magnitudes of the other earthquakes with re-
spect to the l7 September 1938 earthquake. Among
known New Mexico earthquakes, the total seismic
energy of the Mogollon Mountains sequence is sec-
ond only to that of the 1906-1907 sequence near
Socorro.

Introduction

During the course of checking lists of New
Mexico events for inclusion in a national
earthquake catalog, we noted discrepancies
and data without references among a sequence
of earthquakes that occurred in 1938 and
1939. Intensity reports for a few of these
earthquakes suggest that the epicenters were in
the Mogollon Mountains of southwestern New
Mexico, slightly more than 2o from the Tuc-
son Magnetic Observatory (TUO). We decided
to check the TUO seismograms to resolve the
discrepancies and to identify as many events
as possible in the sequence.

The uncalibrated seismic instrumentation at
TUO in 1938 and 1939 consisted of vertical
short-period and broadband Benioff seismo-
graphs and two horizontal Wood-Anderson
seismographs. The two horizontal and two
vertical optically coupled signals were re-
corded on drum-mounted photographic paper
at resolutions of 60 mrn/min for the short-
period vertical component and 30 mm/min for
the other components. Arrival times, trace
amplitudes, and periods of several phases for
each earthquake were measured on a scanning
viewer at two-thirds original scale from 35-
mm negative copies of the seismograms. Daily
clock errors did not exceed 0.5 second and the
clock adjustments are clearly marked on the
seismograms. We estimate that the measured

times are accurate to +0.5 second on the
short-period vertical seismograms and tl.0
second on the other components.

Location
The Mogollon Mountains comprise a

broad, deeply dissected area of Oligocene and
Miocene volcanic rocks of caldera origin. The
volcanic terrane has been modified and com-
plicated by the development of basin-and-
range structure in late Tertiary time (Ratt€ and
others, 1979). The general location of the
range, north and east of Buckhorn, New Mex-
ico, is shown in fig. l. Earthquake reports
(U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, 1938, 1939)
identify nearly thirty earthquakes that prob-
ably occurred in this area during the period
from 17 September 1938 through 29 July
1939. Several hundred additional unidentified
earthquakes were felt in the area during this
period. Summaries of the reports are given by
Neumann (1940) for eight of the earthquakes
in 1938, and by Bodle (1941) for 13 of the
earthquakes in 1939.

A i o  _. '  I U C S O n

FIGURE l-Mocollon MouNTArNs oF sourHwEsr
NEw MExrco LoCATED A FEw KILoMETERS NoRTH
AND EAsr on BucxnonN; area of fig. 2 shown by
shaded area.

The largest and most completely described
of these earthquakes occurred on 17 Septem-
ber 1938 at about 1720 UTC (Universal Time,
Coordinated). Neumann (1940, fig. 6) esti-
mated the maximum intensity and the extent
of the area in which this earthquake was felt.
We reviewed the reports for the earthquake
(U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, 1938) and
assigned Modified Mercalli (MM) intensities
to various reporting localities. Fig. 2 shows an
isoseismal map interpreted from the distribu-
tion of intensities. Three other large earth-
quakes in the sequence exhibit similar, but less

complete, distributions of intensities. The
smaller earthquakes in the sequence were felt
at localities near or within the larger intensity
(VI) isoseism in fig. 2.

The measured Se - Pr differential arrival
times at TUO from identified earthquakes in
the sequence fall between 28.5 and 30.5 sec-
onds. Seismograms from 0l July 1938 through
3l October 1939 were checked for events with
Se - Pe in this range. These events are easily
identified on the seismograms because there
are no observed S, - P, times of 24.5 to 28.5
seconds or 30.5 to 34.0 seconds. The first
earthquake in the sequence occurred on 05
September 1938 and small events continued to
occur sporadically through October 1939. Ar-
rival times at TUO of the Pn, Pg, and Sg phases
from approximately 150 earthquakes of the
sequence were measured on as many of the
four components as possible. P, arrival times
were noted to the nearest minute and S, - P,
time intervals to the nearest second for nearly
250 additional small earthquakes. Many
smaller events probably were undetected in the
background noise of the short-period vertical
seismograms, but few if any measurable
events were lost during the daily recorded
changes, which generally required less than
two minutes.

Intensity constraints (see fig. 2) suggest that
the epicenters could not be much farther from
TUO than the White Creek Ranger Station
nor closer to TUO than the town of Buckhorn.
This sets an upper limit of approximately 260
km and a lower limit of approximately 225 km
on the epicentral distances from TUO. In
order to estimate epicentral distance from S, -
P, time intervals, we assume that the earth-
quakes occurred within the upper Iayer of the
crust and that the identification of the P, and
S, phases is correct.

The difference in the travel times of the P,
and Sg phases is represented by

tsg- tpg = A/Vs- A/Vp * cz - cr (l)

where A is epicentral distance in km, U" 
T9
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V5 are the P, and S, velocities in km/second,
and c, and cr ar€ the P, and S, intercepts, re-
spectively, in seconds. Equation (l) can be
used to determine a range of reasonable
velocity models where either Vp or Poisson's
ratio is allowed to vary. cr irnd cz are set arbi-
trarily at 1.0 and 2.0 seconds for explosion
paths and at 0.5 and 1.0 seconds for earth-
quake paths. Gish and others (1981) estimate
P, velocit ies ranging from 5.84 to 6. l l  km/
second along a profile between Globe, Ari-
zona, and Tyrone, New Mexico, but they do
not report S, velocities. Warren (1969) sug-
gests that Poisson's ratio is about 0.22 in the
Colorado Plateau region. Testing these values
against explosion data from the Basin and
Range province of southern Arizona is appro-
priate.

Two large blasts (35,350 and 44,000 lbs of
explosives) at the Ajo, Arizona, open-pit por-
phyry-copper mine are identified on the TUO
short-period vertical seismograms for 3l May
and 05 June 1939. The presumed pn and Ss
crustal,phases are sharply defined with S, - e!
intervals of 23.0 and,23.6 seconds. Th; dis:
tance between TUO and the Ajo pit is l9l.g
+ 1.0 km. If  Poisson's rat io is f ixed at 0.22.
these data require that Ps velocity : 5.g km/
second. Previous estimates (Warren, 1969;
Sinno and others, l98l;  Gish and others.
l98l) of P, velocity in the Arizona Basin and
Range province average about 6.0 km/second.
By holding P, velocity at 6.00 km/second, the
explosion data yield a reasonable working
model with Poisson's ratio = 0.235, Sn veloc-
ity : 3.53 km/second, and average vel5city of
separation of the S, and P, waves : 8.5i km/
second.

When the working model is applied to ob-
servations from the Mogollon Mountains

540N

earthquakes, the estimated epicentral distance
from TUO is 240 and 257 km for S, - P, inter-
vals of 28.5 and 30.5 seconds. The earth-
quakes probably occurred within this range of
distance from TUO. Other acceptable models
change the minimum or maximum epicentral
distance by only a few kilometers. The epicen-
tral region, bounded by arcs at 240 and 257
km from TUO, is shown by the diagonal-ruled
area in fig. 2. The preferred epicenters for the
earthquakes are taken as 33.3' N. latitude and
108.5" W. longitude with location uncertain-
ties that probably do not exceed 20 km. The
data do not warrant the estimation of the rela-
tive locations of the epicenters with respect to
one another.

Magnitude

Measurements of the maximum sustained
amplitudes and periods of the P, and L,
phases were made on as many of the TUO seis-
mograms as possible for approximately 100 of
the Mogollon Mountains earthquakes. In ad-
dition, coda durations were estimated on the
short-period seismograms for approximately
380 earthquakes. The codas for ll large
events, including the largest earthquake, were
not recorded because the vertical seismo-
graphs were inoperative. In addition, the cut-
off times for codas of four large events were
obscured by the codas of other earthquakes.
No earthquakes with rrtb.int 2 2.5 were over-
looked on the horizontal seismograms as a re-
sult of these problems. Duration measure-
ments were also made on the Wood-Anderson
seismograms for approximately 50 of the larg-
est earthquakes.

The estimation of magnitudes for the earth-
quakes is difficult because many of the traces
vanish where the amplitude exceeds 2 mm.

Nevertheless, a sufficient number of peaks
and troughs are discernible to estimate the
maximum sustained amplitudes to +5090,
which is equivalent to r0.2 magnitude unit.
Where the amplitudes are less than 2.0 mm,
the waves are seen to consist of several inter-
mixed frequencies. As a result, using magni-
tude formulas that include period (T) is not
possible. Also Mp magnitude cannot be esti-
mated reliably because the Richter (1935) dis-
tance attenuation factor, Log (-A"), is inap-
propriate for use with the nonstandard (T, =
l0 seconds) Wood-Anderson seismographs at
TUO. Instead a graphical method is used to
estimate the m6,1a1 magnitude of the largest
earthquake from isoseisms, and relative am-
plitudes are used to estimate the equivalent
m6.qn1 magnitudes for 100 additional earth-
quakes of the sequence.

Nuttli and others (1979) discuss the method-
ology for estimating mb,int magnitude from
the falloff of MM intensity with distance. If
certain assumptions are accepted, the method
is applicable to any shallow earthquake for
which well-determined isoseisms are available.
We use this method to estimate the m6.1n1 mag-
nitude of the 17 September 1938, 1720UTC,
Mogollon Mountains earthquake. Table I lists

TABLE I-INTENSTTY FALLoFF vERsus DtsrANcE,
Mocou-oN MoUNTATNS EARTHeUAKE oF 17 SEp.
TEMBER 1938. l7 20 l'7 UTC.

Enclosed ellipse Nuttli and others
Isoseism a b (l979)equivalent

semiaxis semiaxis (A/T), for l-Hz L,
(km) (km) (cm/sec)

0.0056
o.0022
0.001 I

FIGURE 2-IsosElsMAL MAP FoR LARcEsr MocoLLoN MouNTAtNs EARTHeuAKE oN l7 SEeTEMBER l93g Ar
I 720 UTC; epicentral region of earthquakes, based on data from TUo, shown by shaded area.

vI 30 23
v 6 5 5 0
IV 100 80
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the semimajor (a) and semiminor (b) axial
dimensions of the largest ellipses enclosed by
the MM IV, V, and VI isoseisms (fig. 2) for
this earthquake.

The a and b values, connected by horizontal
bars, are plotted in fig. 3 as the maximum and
minimum distances at which the MM intensi-
ties and the equivalent bedrock-particle
velocities (Nuttli and others, 1979) were felt.
The intensity bars and Airy phase (L, wave)
attenuation curve for the 9 November 1968
reference earthquake in southern Illinois (up-
per curve) are taken from Nuttli and others
(1919). Attenuation curve templates for eight
values of anelastic attenuation (y) between
0.0006/km and 0.025lkm were tested to deter-
mine the best fit to the data in table l. The best
fit attentuation curve has y : 0.01,/km and a
projected vertical l-Hz Lr particle velocity,
(A/T)z: 0.015 cmlsecond, at an epicentral
distance of 10 km. This value of (A/T), is
equivalent to an m6 first approximation fu) :
5.2, where (A/T\z: 0.03 cmlsecond and m6
: 5.5 for the reference southern Illinois earth-
quake. Using equation (2) of Nuttli and others
(1979\, the true estimate of m61, (or mu) for
the Mogollon Mountains earthquake should
be mb.int :  4.86, or 4.9 rounded off.

cluding 38 of the 48 large earthquakes mea-
sured on the N-S seismograms. Fig. 4 is a plot
of the vertical trace amplitudes against magni-
tudes from equation (2). The cloud of points
for these larger earthquakes shows slight cur-
vature that may result from failure to correct
for systematic frequency variations in the Lt
waves of the earthquakes. In order to estimate
the magnitudes of the 52 smaller earthquakes
from the vertical trace amplitudes, a curve
with slope : 1.0 is fit by inspection to the
points rather than fitting by least squares,
which would underestimate the magnitudes of
the smaller earthquakes. The equation for the
inspection-fit curve is

rnb,int : 2.59 + log,o Arz (3)

where A17 is the broadband vertical trace am-
plitude. The magnitudes of 52 earthquakes in
the sequence are estimated using equation (3).
The maximum scatter of points about the in-
spection-fit curve is equivalent to approxi
mately + 0.4 magnitude unit.

Table 2 lists the dates, origin times, m6,1a1
magnitudes from equation (2) or (3), total
duration of short-period vertical signals in
seconds and MM intensities for 100 of the
larger Mogollon Mountains earthquakes. The
distribution of magnitudes suggests a swarm-
like character for the sequence. A few uniden-
tified earthquakes with rnb.int ( 2.5 on l7-18
September 1938 may have occurred during the
time when the vertical seismographs were in-
operative.

We investigated whether coda durations
observed on the TUO short-period vertical
seismograms could be used to estimate the
magnitudes of the smaller earthquakes of the
sequence. The cut-off time where the coda am-
plitude has decayed to twice the pre-earth-

o . i
2 0 3.O 4.O

m  b .  i n t

FICURE 4-PLor oF MEASURED LoNG-pERroD vERTt-
cer (LPZ) TRACE AMPLITUDE AGAINST Mg,1p1 FoR
Mosr oF LARGER EARTHeUAKES tN MocoLLoN
MOUNteINS SEQUENCE; mb,int values are estimated
from measured trace amplitudes on TUO N-S
Wood-Anderson seismograms using equation (2).
Inspection-fit curve, mb,inr : 2.59 + log ALz with
slope : 1.0, is used to estimate m5,;n1 for earth-
quakes with LPZ trace amplitudes < 2.0 mm.

quake background amplitude was measured
for approximately 380 earthquakes. The dura-
tion for each earthquake is arbitrarily set
equal to the cut-off time minus the origin
time, t6 - to. Fig. 5 is a plot of durations
against the magnitudes obtained from equa-
tions (2) or (3) for 82 of the earthquakes.
Again an inspection-fit curve is extended
through the points. The maximum scatter of
points about this curve is equivalent to ap-
proximately + 0.7 magnitude unit, which sug-
gests that the cascading estimation techniques
used here have been carried too far to give reli-
able magnitudes. Although the smallest identi-
fiable earthquakes have durations of about 90
seconds, W. H. K. Lee (personal communica-
tion, l98l) suggests that the technique loses
resolution for durations less than 140 seconds
(twice the Lr travel time to TUO).

FIGURE s-Plor o. *",lut "tooorNsr rorel sPZ
coDA DURATION FoR EARTHeUAKES tN rasl-r 2;
large and small dots represent estimates of m6,;ng
using equations (2) and (3). Inspection-fit curve
could be used to estimate mb.inr for additional 300
small earthquakes of Mogollon Mountains se-
quence, but uncertainty of values would be very
large.

Discussion

The Sg - P, arrival time differences restrict
the epicenters within a ring around TUO be-
tween radii of 240 and 257 km. Tighter con-
straint of the epicenters to the vicinity of the
White Creek Ranger Stat ion (sec. l ,  T. 12 S.,
R. 16 W.) in the Mogollon Mountains is sup-
ported by the fact that 20 identified earth-
quakes were reported felt in this area, and
many of the smaller events are clearly after-
shocks of the earthquakes that were felt. Fur-
thermore, no earthquakes or large open-pit
mining explosions elsewhere in the above dis-
tance range from TUO are known to have oc-
curred in 1938 and 1939.

The arrival time differences of 2.5-4.8 sec-
onds between P, and Pn waves from the earth-
quakes suggest as much as 8 km range in focal
depths, but the depths cannot be determined in
the absence of an accurate velocity model for
the Pn path. Intensity reports which seem reli-
able suggest very shallow depths for a few
small earthquakes with mb,int ( 1.0 that were
not discernable on the TUO seismograms.

The magnitude of the largest earthquake in
the sequence was estimated using the Nuttli
and others (1979) relation for falloff of MM
intensity isoseisms versus mbls magnitude be-
cause the observational data from the TUO
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FIGURE 3-EsrlMArroN ooJ*1""*o*,rorE BoDy-
WAVE MACNITUDE, F, FROM INTENSITY-ATTENUA-
TroN DATA; attenuation curve for l-Hz L, waves
from 9 November 1968. Illinois reference earth-
quake taken from Nuttli and others (1979). Best-
fitting Airy phase dispersion curves and coeffi-
cients of anelastic attenuation, y, are shown for
largest Mogollon Mountains earthquakes and for
23 January 1966 Dulce, New Mexico, earthquake;
for Illinois, Mogollon Mountains, and Dulce
earthquakes,  F = 5.5,  5.2,  and 5.12,  respect ively.

A test of the repeatability of the method
yie lded p :  5.12 ( f ie.  3)  and m5,;a1 :  4.8 for
the 23 January 1966 earthquake at Dulce, New
Mexico; whereas Nuttli and others (1979) ob-
tained m5,ia1 : 4.9 for this earthquake.

Maximum sustained L* amplitudes were
measured for 48 of the largest earthquakes in
the sequence on the TUO Wood-Anderson
N-S seismograms. Ignoring the frequency
content of the Lr waves and assuming similar
focal mechanisms, the estimated magnitude of
the other earthquakes is given by

mb,int : 4.9 + log,o(AelArer) Q)
where A" and Argp are the trace amplitudes of
the other and largest earthquakes. L, trace
amplitudes for 90 earthquakes were measured
on the vertical broadband seismograms, in-
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seismograms were inadequate to permit the di-
rect estimation of magnitudes. The advantages
of this method are that it is straightforward
and reliable. Independent tests of the method
on several earthquakes listed by Nuttli and
others (1979) yielded results that agreed within
+ 0.20 units of their m6,111 values. Our values
for y typically were larger than those of Nuttli
and others (1979), but these differences have
only a slight effect on the estimate of m6.111.

Although the intensity falloff method is reli-
able, several sources of potential inaccuracy
exist in the m6.ia1 values. One uncertainty,
mentioned by Nuttli and others (1979), lies in
the assignment of single values of vertical
ground-motion velocity to the presumed bed-
rock intensity isoseisms. Also uncertain is the
assumption that the largest ellipse contained
within an isoseism represents limits to which
the intensity was felt on bedrock. In the West-
ern Interior states, the sparse reports seldom
represent bedrock intensity observations. Fur-
thermore, the method ignores systematic bias
that is directly related to the focal mechanism
and radiation pattern of earthquakes.

Ratt6 and Gaskill (1975) show many normal
faults of post-Oligocene age on a reconnais-
sance map of the Gila Wilderness area, which
includes the Mogollon Mountains. Most of the
faults trend west-northwest through the area
in sets that form complex graben up to 50 km
in length. Hot springs occur in some of the
graben on the east side of the area. One of the
major faults, more than l7 km in length,
crosses the West Fork of the Gila River near
the White Creek Ranger Station. A less promi-
nent set of faults along the western side of the
range trends northeast and may be orthogonal
to the principal faults. Surficial faulting was
not mentioned in reports of the earthquakes,
but rock falls that partially blocked access
trails to the ranger station were reported. Evi-
dence is insufficient to confirm that the earth-
quakes were caused by reactivated dip-slip dis-
placement at depth on either set or both sets of
these faults. If this is the case, however, the
radiation patterns of the earthquakes would
be similar (as observed), and the TUO trace
amplitudes would yield reliable estimates of
relative magnitudes.

The seismic energy released by the Mogo-
llon Mountains earthquake sequence is of
some interest, but only relative values can be
estimated accurately. Assuming that log seis-
mic energy is proportional to 1.5 m6,111 be-
cause the magnitudes are based on L, ampli-
tudes. we find that 30%o of the total seismic
energy was released by the l7 September 1938
event and that nearly 300 very small earth-
quakes not shown in table 2 released energy
equivalent to no more than one m6,111 : 3.5
earthquake. The l7 September 1938 event ap-
pears to have been slightly larger than the
Dulce, New Mexico, earthquake of 23 January
1966, based on our estimations of m6,111. We
estimate that the total seismic energy and total
seismic moment of the Mogollon Mountains
sequence are about three times that of the
Dulce sequence (see Herrmann and others,
1980, for an analysis of the main Dulce event).
Indeed, the Mogollon Mountains sequence ap-

pears to be second only to the 1906-1907
Socorro sequence (see Reid, l9l l)  in total seis-
mic energy among known New Mexico earth-
quake sequences.
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Fb,inr Total Maximum
Magnilude duration MM
(eq 2) (eq 3) (seconds) inlensity

TABLE 2-Mocolr-oN MouNrArNS EARTHeUAKES oF 1938-39 (neseo oN TUO DATA, EPICENTERS ar 33.3'N.,
r0R s.w.) .

yr mo day (UTC) (eq 2) (eq 3)

Total
duration
(seconds)

MM
inlensity

Date
yr mo day

Origin
time

(uTc)

r938 09 05
09 05
09 05
09 06
09 07
09  l 7
09  t 7
09  17
09  l 8
09  18
0 9  l E
09  l 8
09  18
09  19
09  19
09  19
09  19
09 20
09 20
09 20
09  2 l
09 2l
09 22
09 22
09 22
09 23
09 23
09 23
09 23
09 24
09 24
09 26
09 29
09 29
09 29
09 30
l 0  0 l
l 0  0 l
l 0  0 t
l 0  0 l
10  08
l 0  l 0
l 0  l l
l 0  l 6
l 0  30
l l 0 l
t t  0 2
l l l l
l l  l l
t t  2 2

00 34 30 3.4
00 38 25 2.3
01 2',7 1',7
09 14 06
08 13 43
t'7 20 t'7 4.9
t8  29  54  2 .6
t9  38  24  3 .4
0l  21 00 3. ' l
0 l  48  54  2 .6
08 27 33
l0  2 l  48
16  19  06  3 .8
00 25 33 2.'7
t 0  42  59  3 .1
t'7 42 23
2t 5',1 3l
0 3  3 l  l 0
04 22 59
05 39 00 4.3
05 54 05 2.',7
t7 09 04 2.6
1 5  0 3  0 l
20  t 2  3 t  3 .0
20  15  15  2 .9
0 3  0 1  l l
03 04 02
03  59  41  3 .1
10  26  u  3 .0
o0 23 3'7 2.'7
t 5  23  36  3 .4
23 28 2'l
23 3t  44 4.3
23 34 5'7 4.8
23  44  15  3 .3
0 0 4 6  l l  2 . 9
08 09 34
08 32 53
t 0  2 2  t l
1 3  1 4  3 8  3 . 6
08 30 39 3. ' l
03 35 2'l
09 53 54
t3 03 46
22 t0 46 3.3
08 26 06 3.8
08 59 58 4.3
l 0  26  t 8  3 .9
l 0  3 2  l l
l 8  l l 4 3  2 . 6

1 1 2 6
tt  2 ' l
t t  2 '7
t t  2 '7
t t  2 '7
t t  2 '7
t t  2 '7
t t  2 '1
l l  2 '7
t l  2 '7
t 2  t l
l 2  l 8
t 2  2 E

t939  0 l  01
0l  02
0 l  l 8
0 l  l 8
0l  20
0 l  29
02 03
02 0'1
02  t 2
02 t4
02  l 8
02 22
02 24
02 25
03 06
o3 20
03 24
03 24
03 25
04 0E
04 25
04 26
05 22
05 23
06 04
06 04
06 04
06 05
06 0?
06  13
07  0 t
07  0 l
o'7 02
0 7  l l
07  t 7
0'7 22
o'1 29

z1 w 3't 1.2
00  12  39  4 .6
00 lE 40 2. '7
o0 23 39
00  55  58

02  16  15
04 03 20
08  t 4  35
09 24 00
t2  16  06
04 23 25
0 l  0?  35
22 0'7 05 3.9
04 42 35
13  t 5  28  2 .6

l t  52 4 ' ,7 2.9
1 3  5 7  l l  2 . 6
12 t't 20 3.7
23 50 20
1 5  5 7  5 l
09 t2 20
0 l  56  37
0 5  5 3  3 l
04 13 36
15  20  35  3 .1
t2 02 02 3.4
23  21  48
23  t 0  34  3 .0
2l  t8 28 2. ' .7
1 2  l l  4 4

19  2 t  55
t5 06 z '7 2.9
09 42 24
1 7  1 6  5 0
0l  57 06
00 16 39
1 5  l 9  3 3
0 l  19  10  4 .6
0t  27 04 3.4
09 08 00
05 07 39 3.3
06 02 16
00 23 0l
20 32 23 4.O
20 36 4l
l 3  08  0 l
t9 54 05
06 58 25 3.',7
06 40 59
00 24 05

330
185
216

1 . 4
2 .4
t . 8
2 .2
2 .0
1 . 8
l o

2 .6
1 . 9

2 .9

2 .9
3 .4
3 .0
2.',l
2 . 9
J . J

2 .5

2 .5
2 .5

2 .5
1 . 9
2.O
2 .8
2.'7

2 .8

2 .2
2.',7

'720

350
180
220
r60
2t5
t80
r60
165
230
2r0

275
2 t )

2'75
245
395
245
295

295
223
204
364
28'l

403
202
3 6 1
25',1
248

2'70
293
222
1 8 5
l '74

216
l'7'7
590
295
255

3 1 6
224
1 8 0
600
339

IV
vt

2 .2
1 . 9
t . 7

2 .0

L J

2 . 1
2 .0

2 .5
IV

V I

560
28',7
400
220
150
180
186
615
250
305
2',75
2',75
445
225
205
320
300
303
445
325

603

364
3 1 5
195
210
44'7

4'7 |
295
2t5
230
4'.7 5

169
450
460
r80
220

IV

V I

2 . 1
1 . 9

2 .8
2 .6
z . l

2 . 1

I I I
I I I

IV
IV
vt

tv
V I
VI
IV

2 .5
2.0

3 .0
2.',l
2 .O 165

4t5
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